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Artist’s Statement

Block Topic

A by-product of systemic racism, attempts at voter suppression have not gone away.

Why is this issue/topic important to you? 
While participating in WRSA’s 21 Day Challenge, I was shocked by the level of racism ingrained

into the U.S. justice system throughout history and how it continues to this day. The more I

learned, the more upset I felt for not being aware of the degree of injustice carried out “legally”

in the courts throughout U.S. history. I wanted to show how White privilege has been ingrained

into our laws for hundreds of years, and any progress made has been inexcusably slow. When

thinking of a way to show this in a quilt square, I thought of voter suppression in the last

presidential election and how citizens and government representatives attempted to disqualify

votes that were legally cast.

What elements of your design convey that importance?

Originally, I intended to have Voting Rights Act of 1965 at the top and Jan. 6th Insurrection

placed at the bottom of the square to represent no progress in laws ensuring every U.S. citizen’s

right to vote and be counted. As with many other race-related violations of civil rights, whether

laws exist to protect against them or not, too many people have forever been denied what has

been granted to them by law. I ditched the original text idea and chose to only use graphics,

focusing on an hourglass on its side to show a lack of progress. When sand cannot travel

through the hourglass, the stopping of time is symbolized in the same way as a broken clock. By

placing this hourglass on the scales of justice, the message becomes justice not being blind but

being stalled in our courts. The broken gavel represents the broken legal system in the U.S.


